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SION DAYSON WINS CROOK'S CORNER BOOK PRIZE FOR DEBUT NOVEL AS A RIVER
Chapel Hill, NC, January 11, 2021—As a River by Sion Dayson is the winner of the eighth annual
Crook's Corner Book Prize, which awards $5000 for the best debut novel set in the American
South.
This year’s judge, award-winning novelist Monique Truong, chose the winner from the Shortlist
announced in September 2020. The shortlist titles were As a River by Sion Dayson (Jaded Ibis
Press), Confessions of an Innocent Man by David R. Dow (Dutton) and Valentine by Elizabeth
Wetmore (Harper Collins).
Set in Georgia, written in spare and lyrical prose, As a River moves back and forth across
decades, evoking the mysterious play of memory as it touches upon shame and redemption,
despair, and connection. At its heart it’s a novel about our struggles to understand each other,
and the stories we tell ourselves in order to survive.
Sion Dayson was born in New York and raised in North Carolina. After a decade spent in Paris
where she acquired French nationality, she now makes her home in Valencia, Spain. Her work
has appeared in numerous venues including The Writer, The Rumpus, Electric Literature, Hunger
Mountain, Utne Reader, The Wall Street Journal, and several anthologies. Jaded Ibis Press is a
feminist press committed to publishing socially engaged literature with an emphasis on the
voices of people of color, people with disabilities, and other historically silenced and culturally
marginalized voices.
The Crook's Corner Book Prize, established as a collaboration between the iconic Southern
restaurant, Crook's Corner, in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and the Crook's Corner Book Prize
Foundation, was inspired by the prestigious book awards long given by famous "literary cafés"
in Paris.
“This pandemic year has particularly impacted debut novelists, who have a tough time gaining
recognition even in the best of times,” says Foundation president Anna Hayes. “With in-person
bookstore readings and book launch events canceled, we are especially glad for this
opportunity to shine a spotlight on exciting new writers.”
Submissions are now open for next year's Prize. For more information on the Prize and
submission guidelines, please visit www.crookscornerbookprize.com or follow us on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram.
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